MESSAGE TO PARENTS & KIDS

Letter from Bright Lights
Theme of the Month: Nurturing Blessings

Isaac’s amazing sculptures!

Goodbye May

We had lots of fun
this May, well done
all you wonderful
Pottery & rainbow
salt jar makers!
Isaac’s wonderful Rainbow salt jar

Dear parents,
Warm greetings from all of us at Bright Lights!

Isla’s
beautiful
Rainbow
Salt Jar

This month is going to be awesome! Cooking and bath bomb making, bring a
brunch and food drawings, we are going to have a very wholesome, warm
introduction to summer at Bright Lights! Looking forward to seeing you all
soon, and hope you’ve had a wonderful time off during the Platinum Jubilee
bank holiday! Our theme for this month is Nurturing Blessings, and nothing
says “nurturing” and “blessings” like wholesome, fun recipes….both food and
bath bomb recipes!

Upcoming activities for June:
12th

19th

26th

FOOD DRAWINGS

BAKING

BATH BOMB MAKING

BRING A BRUNCH

We are kicking off
this month with
planning and
drawing a crazy
cool imaginary
dish!

Fun, calm baking
session. We will
be prep baking
something which
can be baked at
home later! :)

The recipe today
is a bit different, a
colourful bath
bomb making
session!

Food sharing fun!
Bring your favourite
brunch/lunch dish.
Drafting fun,
imaginary recipes
after.

5th
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Ceramic Pottery
Making!

You inspired us with
your wonderful
ceramic creations!
Rainbow Salt
Jar Fun!

Isla patiently mixing
the salts and colours
for her jar, well done!
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March activities
further information:
Our activities are centred around our
theme for the month: Nurturing
Blessings.
5th June: Food Drawings
Today is a very calm, free drawing session with
only one theme: food! If you could create any
dish in the entire world, what would it be? Draw
your favourite food dishes from around the
world, with a show and tell session at the end
about your creation.

Rebecca’s gorgeous ceramic pot

This is all about food sharing and recipe creating!
Everyone please bring a favourite brunch/lunch
dish (no matter how small) for a fun, nurturing
sharing session where we will take inspiration
from the dishes we see and try to draw and
create our own imaginary recipes!

12th June: Baking Together
We are going to make Maya’s sister’s very special
cookie bake recipe! Bring your cooking aprons
and let’s get stirring!

19th June: Bath Bomb Making

April Kids Challenge:

We are going to have loads of fun during our
bath bomb making session! We are going to be
as creative as we want with the colours, using
natural ingredients!

26th June: Bring a Brunch

VERY-NEARLY SUMMER WORD SEARCH:
Calling all geniuses: can you help us sort out
this word search?! Summer is very nearly here
but our favourite parts of it are very lost and
muddled! Help! Once you’ve completed the
word search, click the link below as a thank you
for sorting out (very nearly) summer!
https://giphy.com/gifs/studiosoriginalsxUPGcxpCV81ebKh7Vu
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